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Weekly newsletter from 24 – 28 March 2014

Dear Members,

We always give importance to our weekly newsletter, and especially the first page, because
it provides a path to the future and helps us get prepared. We know that most of you must
read our weekly newsletter very carefully but once again I would like to remind you to read
these first two pages very carefully.

Last week metals and soft commodities suffered. On the other hand S&P remained in a mixed
trend but gained value after opening lower on Monday. Dollar Index finally gained during last
week from the predicted price of 79.50. We always recommend our investors to watch our
astro level closely because these levels can give great buying or selling opportunities. In early
2008 when dollar index was trading around 73.00, many called it the death of dollar but we
firmly stood with our prediction of USD Index not going below 72.00 in any circumstance.
Dollar index moved from that level to 88.00 in six months. Many were predicting that Euro
will be going towards 1.75 to 2.00 however it fell sharply from 1.55. We were able to predict
many other bottoms and tops for many markets and these levels have proven to be great
trading points if we look back at them now. Today we would like to put a few predictions that
came right here.

1. In 2001 we predicted gold not going below $270, silver $4.00, copper $0.60, oil $15.00.
These commodities were trading around these levels when we came out with the
prediction of buying as we saw an era of commodities coming. In the last 13 years
these commodities have done amazingly well.

2. In 2001 astro indictors gave clear indications that Euro was not going to go below 0.82
level. At the same time we also predicted that it would reach 1.38. I still can’t believe
how we predicted this one because if then I was a chartist or an economist I wouldn’t
have made this prediction.

3. In 2003 we predicted buying Nasdaq and tech stocks as we predicted that the fall
would stop and that buyers would make fortunes in frontline stocks.

4. In early 2008 we predicted a crash in commodities, the stock and housing market but
we feel that the buying recommendation we gave in March 2009 was more important.
I hate my predictions of 2008 housing, market & commodity crash because many of
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my close friends lost a tremendous amount of money; many people lost their home’s;
and even though our prediction came true, we hate to talk about it because of the
pain that it caused. We give more importance to the prediction of 26 Feb 2009 of
buying DOW around 6700, and predicted it would reach 32000.

I don’t want to talk about the many other hundreds of predictions because I want to continue
from where we ended on the last paragraph of Dow reaching 32000. Dow moved from 6700
to 16000, halfway away from our higher side target of 32000. In 2001 September, during the
European crises we clearly saw that S&P won’t trade below 1090 as the major astro cycle was
changing and that cycle was showing encouraging signs far better than those of any previous
bull market in the last 120 years. From September to December 2011 in every week’s
newsletter we were only saying one thing “USA’s unique era has started! Invest in US stocks
and assets as S&P will go towards 3200 from 1100”. Many were very upset and started asking
us to stop promoting USA.

If I read all the emails that I received in 2011 and 2012 it would clearly show that most of our
gold or metals investors were very unhappy with our advice of investing in US stocks rather
than recommending buying gold. Anyway’s, metals investors have not done that well
compared to stock investors and this matters to us because we want to advise correctly
without any personal likes, dislikes, or without worrying about which member will
unsubscribe our services because of what we predicted. It also happened that a few of our
republican members unsubscribed our services when we predicted that OBAMA would win
the elections for both terms. It is the people’s choice. I am not trying to make anyone happy
because at the end of the day or on the last day of my life, when I look back at the work I have
done, I want to feel good about it and know that I have done the right thing in my life. Just to
note, we did predict the victory for Sr. Bush. I never able to predict Jr Bush/Gore as I stated,
it was too close a call to predict.

Now many short sellers are doing the same thing. I receive many emails regarding a great
crash since the last year. We still strongly believe that the most unique era of USA has started
after meltdown of 2008. Policymakers have made the right decisions and the country is slowly
coming back and building an even more solid foundation. In end of 2007 and early 2008 we
saw the world financial market melting down. Many banks were closing down, a crash in the
housing market, and global financial system crumbling. I knew that the crisis would be so
severe that world wouldn’t be able to handle it (This horrible astro cycle was to remain for a
year. Started on the 15th February 2008 and was supposed to end on 5th March 2009). It was
a long period but all thanks goes to Mr. Ben Bernanke and policy makers for assisting in
alleviating the crisis. Of course once the positive astro cycle was about to start, we started
making big noise about buying because we knew that a new era was starting from there.
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We strongly recommend economists and analyst to change their valuation calculations for
hundreds of US as well as global leading companies because these companies have changed
the face of this world. Their contribution to shaping this world is enormous. Tech, emerging
and healthcare field has done an amazing job. Many of these companies are trading relatively
cheaply compared to their input, and thus Saturn can push their valuations very high. It did it
for the tech market during the three year cycle from 1996-1999. I was able to predict the tech
bubble and crash because I knew that the tech bubble would only remain for a short period
of three years. Now this rising market era is not for the short period. The market bottomed
out in 2009 February and entered the rising path from the end of 2011. This rising cycle will
adopt and turn into a “belief cycle” where many will believe that fall is limited in market. This
belief cycle will turn into a “Euphoria cycle” in which everyone will get excited, and then final
cycle which we call “I know everything cycle”, people will think that they know everything and
that will be end of it. According my astro data the market may take three years and two
months to reach the level where I will call the exit from all positions and ask everyone to then
enjoy life. You have to respect your life, money making is part of life and respecting,
understanding and enjoying are also parts of life. Life should not be in imbalance so one
should watch their daily routine. Yes, you can make money in three years but don’t forget
what I said would happen after this era.

From 2001 to 2006 metals investors respected my work so much but after that they sounded
like they knew everything more than everyone. In 2008 when metals and metal stocks crash
many lost almost everything. I want you to respect the current market trend because it is a
bullish trend, and the day you feel that you know too much about this market will be the day
one should quit and learn something else. We predicted that 3200 S&P will be right day to
quit. A time will come when S&P will move 50 to 100 points in a day, and that will be the time
to cash in. In 2002 I told Bill Murphy that the time is coming when gold would move $50 to
$80 and silver $1 to $2 in day and he was not able to believe me because gold was only moving
a few dollar in day during that period and silver a few cents.

Anyways’ here are few important levels:

S&P will hold 1772 on lower side for medium and longer term

Dollar Index down side 79.50 is major astro support level

Coffee support level will be $142

Nasdaq will hold 3457 on lower side in worst case scenario

Major astro resistance level for gold 1377 and 1451 won’t able to cross in the next four
months and down side support level will be $11.39 as predicted last year, if its break than it
will reach to $971.
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We will talk more about this during next week. This week I will put a small brief about the
weekly trend here.

This Weeks newsletter from 24-28 March 2014

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS

In the last eighteen months overall our advice of
avoiding metals and metals stocks has done well. Last
week we predicted that gold would top out around
$1377 which has so far proven right as gold prices came

down and made a low of $1321. Our selling
recommendations in precious metals as well as DUST and GLL has done very well during last
week. This week we see a mixed trend on Monday and during the first half of Tuesday due to
Moon transiting through Sagittarius and historic astro data as well as market data confirms
that Moon in Sagittarius supports precious metals. Whenever in past precious metals traded
weaker on Sagittarius moon it brought a 20% fall in metals in one month “which represents a
total of 12 zodiac moon cycles”. Only 1% of the time has precious metals traded negatively
during a Sagittarius Moon. Surely you have read other astro combinations with New moon
and Full moon cycles. As predicted from last year that from 2014 July gold and silver prices
would move higher but before that an uncertain time cycle will remain so there is no need to
buy.

From Wednesday onwards a weaker trend will continue so any rise should be taken as a
selling opportunity. On Thursday and Friday the same kind of trend will continue.

In base metals copper fell as predicted and more weakness is still pending. In the last six
months our constant buying recommendations in Palladium has done well. We see Palladium
doing well in the coming time. Three
months ago as well as last month we
predicted on a Kitco.com interview
that Palladium will move towards
$1000, and we still see that
happening no matter where gold,
silver, copper or platinum goes
because the astro chart of Palladium
has been showing a very bullish trend
since the last 9 months. As per the
astro cycle we are not recommending
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buying copper during this
week. Any rise should be
taken as a selling opportunity.
Platinum will trade mixed to
weaker but Palladium will
make a new high so hold your
buying positions. In the last
four years palladium done
very well, here is chart.

Watch Palladium stocks like
SWC, PAL, and PALL:

Here is Monday’s range: (May 2014 contract):

GOLD: $1343.90 to $1324.10 (April) Trade in and out

SILVER: $20.53 TO $20.12 Trade in and out

COPPER: $299.10 TO $293.30 Hold short

PALLADIUM: $781.00 TO $780.80 Hold buying

PLATINUM: $1447.00 TO $1430.00

INDEXES

Last week globally the market traded mixed. USA
market once again went towards a high on Friday
but came down due to options expiry “Triple
Witching day”. Last Monday the electronic market
opened sharply lower and touched our lower side
predicted target of 1824 on the Crimea Issue where
we recommended strong buying and that buying

has proven very prudent. We also mentioned that
traders should be buying on the Crimea issue rather than selling. This is what we mentioned
last week: In the last 28 months every correction has proven to be a great buying opportunity,
and even last month when S&P went to 1764, it was a great buying opportunity and we told
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all our members to buy S&P around 1770. S&P moved almost 120 points from that low; and
in fact it touched a historic high calmly without showing any signs of euphoria.

We are not concerned about valuations because at this stage the astro cycle not showing any
signs of negativity for the medium and longer term. In 2001 we predicted a rise in gold for 48
years. We divided the rising cycle into nine sub cycles. The first cycle ended in July 2008 (2001-
2008), the second ended inMay 2012 (2009-2012) and the third cycle (from third quarter 2014
to 2016) and the remaining six cycles with different astro combinations. This current rising
cycle of the stock market will last for another three years before it cracks big. Once again we
would like to remind you that we are not in a bubble pattern or euphoria time in the market
because in euphoria at the final stage we will see S&P moving 100 points in a day. Many
day traders will either go broke or will make a fortune. When Mars will join the North Node in
the house of Leo and when the Sun will cross over Saturn’s house it will bring an end to the
bull market. I don’t like to discuss astro combinations because my job is to provide you with
the overall trend of the market.

As volatility arrived last week in the market, many are concerned but we take it as a healthy
correction before June contract gets active. Themarket has historically always collapsed either
in March or October “Due to Sun transit” and we have always experienced some kind of
Volatility in these two months.

At this stage the market is taking the Crimea issue seriously so volatility is bound to happen
because the Moon will also be transiting over Mars+Satrun+North-node, also Moon will be
moving in Scorpio on Friday.

If you ask me when the most aggressive rising cycle is coming in market; my answer is from 2
June 2014 and this cycle can move up constantly for many months without taking any break.
At this stage one should make a strategy of trading in and out as per our daily ranges but
many stocks will move higher from here onwards so focus on these selective stocks rather than
Indexes.

Commodities will trade mixed, and many are watching the fall of copper closely. On the other
hand gold keepsmoving higher. It breached themost important astro resistance level of $1377
but we doubt that it will close above this level for three days. A great buying opportunity in
silver and gold will come in the last quarter of 2014.

Last week oil and grains went down, and soft commodities also fell on profit booking. Sugar
fell more than 6% in the last two trading days.

Dollar is holding value around 79.50 and Treasury bond gained some value on weakness of
the market.
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USA astro chart keeps showing strength so the economy, stocks and the housing market will
keep outperforming. The rest of the world market will underperform except India, so keep
addingmoney in USA and India. S&Pwill touch 3200 in the coming two years, and it maymove
towards even 5000 in euphoria before it crashes. If you focus on the short term happenings in
the market you will not be able to make money in the next three years, so keep the longer
term picture in mind.

Let people short themarket; let them speak negatively about the USAmarket; let people argue
about valuations; let them say that this is a bubble; and let them say that a big crash is coming
because we are not worried. We don’t want to hear this as our astro cycle is clearly indicating
that the markets are ready for new higher prices. The markets are already nearer to a historic
high, and market leaders are sitting very quietly and you will see fireworks once these stocks
start moving higher. Our target for Apple is $1500, Amazon $700, Google $1800, Bank of
America $35, JP Morgan $100, BIIB and REGN $1000. Many other stocks will move higher
because they have been staying on the sidelines, so this is a great time to pick up stocks.

This week on Monday the markets may trade mixed to trading on both sides but we don’t
see any major negativity so if markets open negative then you should buy. Avoid or ignore
any news from Crimea and China, and put energy into building up stock positions.

Yes, last week the market traded very interestingly. This week we strongly recommend
accumulating positions in stocks. Last week buying recommendations in Microsoft did very
well, and now Apple, Amazon, and EBAY’s time is starting. Many banking, financial, housing
and biotech names will keep moving higher so don’t miss the opportunity to accumulate
stocks. We still recommend holding HZNP, ECYT, REGN, FCEL and BLDP. HZNP, ECYT and FCEL
done very well in the last five months. Among international markets, the Indian market has
done very well. We recommended buying ETF’s and Indian ADR’s here in USA which also
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provided between 10 to 25% returns in the last month. This week looks mixed for the Indian
market as well as the rest of other worlds market so wait and watch, and if you like to add
new positions, you can.

European and Asian market will remain in an uncertain zone on Monday and Tuesday but
from Thursday onwards a huge upside move will come in the market. You should also
remember that the first quarter is ending next week so traders and fund managers would like
to close the books on a positive note.

USA market will keep outperforming the world market. Last week S&P struggled to close
above 1864 for three days which is a bit negative but also the down side will remain limited.
Monday and Tuesday will remain mixed for the market and we see S&P holding well above
1836 or 1824 so take a buying opportunity if the market comes to these levels.

Nasdaq looks very interesting around 3612 level. This astro level is important, and we don’t
see Nasdaq doing below 3557 in any circumstances so any weakness should be taken as a
buying opportunity. Russell outperformed S&P and Nasdaq in the last month and we still see
Russell outperforming both these indexes in the medium and longer term so keep adding
Russell on any weakness. Those who are not comfortable with the short term trend should
keep adding Call options positions.

From Wednesday mid-day the market should start turning up side and on Thursday the
market will move higher so buy on any weakness on Wednesday. On Friday also the markets
will close higher.

Follow S&P if you trade or invest in any other international markets. Our European and Asian
investors should follow S&P’s trend as well. Indian market story looks different so don’t short
Nifty at all at any point.

Avoid commodity leverage markets, because the overall trend of commodities looks negative
for the next three months.

Here is Monday’s ranges: (June contracts)

AUSTRALIAN (Cash) – 5348 to 5315

NIKKEI (Sep) – 14750 TO 14320

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 6521 to 6445

SINGAP0RE (cash) – 3083 TO 3065

HONG KONG (cash) – 21459 to 21259
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CAC – 4239 TO 4200

DAX – 9390 TO 9283

DEX EURO STOXX – 3035 - 2988

FTSE – 6519 TO 6448

FTSE/JSE – 41965 to 41430

S&P – 1866.75 TO 1846.75

NASDAQ – 3668.50 TO 3612.25

RUSSELL – 1196.00 TO 1178.00

DOW – 16320 TO 16151

TREASURY BOND

In the last 12 years we were able to catch every move of
thirty year bond. Five years ago we predicted thirty year
to reach 150, and once it reached there early last year
we predicted a fall with the target of 130 and it got
achieved in same calendar year. Buying S&P and on
other hand selling Yen and Thirty year bond trading call
in 2013 remained the best strategy. At this stage our

major targets got fulfilled so we are not recommending
any major trading positions in thirty year bond but surely this week we may see some positive
trend coming as predicted last week, so the down side will remain limited in thirty year bond.

Buying on weakness is recommended with strict stop-loss and on the higher side we don’t see
it moving above 136 in any case so take this selling opportunity. On Monday and Tuesday we
see some positivity. One can sell back or book profit on mid Wednesday as prices will come
back down on Thursday and Friday.

Monday trading range (June contract):

TREASURY BOND – 133-02 TO 132.08
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SOFT COMMODITIES

Last week remained the best performing week for selling
in soft commodities, especially coffee and sugar. Our
predictions of selling coffee around $212 proved to be a

prudent selling call. Coffee prices
came down from $212 to $168, and
those who trade commodities are
aware that how much money can
be made in this kind of a move. We
don’t recommend speculative
futures positions trade so we
recommended buying puts of May at $177, which went up from $1.60 to $11.00 (coffee is
3.75 times more leveraged than future contracts of gold). Anyway’s, many of traders were
very happy with our recommendations of put options trade.

Three months back we stated that we don’t see coffee going below $102, and we
recommended buying with target of $400 due to frost but prices started going up due to

drought. In last year’s book we mentioned that a horrible drought and frost is indicating in
2014. One of the big Physical coffee buyers “Mr. Ralph” from Switzerland couldn’t believe
what we mentioned last year. At this stage one can start buying call options in coffee when it
reaches $159 level.

Avoid the rest of the soft commodities for the first three days, but surely Thursday and Friday
are positive days for soft commodities so one can cover shorts on early morning Thursday.
One can take small buying in Call options in coffee, sugar and cotton.

Avoid lumber, orange juice and cocoa at this stage.

Monday trading range: (May 2013 Contract)

COFFEE: $174.50 TO $167.05

COTTON: $92.80 TO $91.48

COCOA: $2970 TO $2928
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SUGAR: $17.01 TO $16.55

GRAINS

Our buying recommendation in wheat and corn has done
well, and it is time to book profit in wheat, and those
who sold Soy and meal should hold their selling
positions as we see more weakness coming from this
week in Soy and meal.

Buy some put options in Wheat, soy and meal but hold
buying positions in corn. We see a ten percent fall in

soy, meal, and wheat from current levels and at the same
time corn buying can be used as a hedging trade. This week some buying will come in grains
on late Tuesday and Wednesday but take the selling opportunity as at higher levels, prices
may not able to hold.

Monday’s trading range (May 2013 contracts):

CORN: $483.50 TO $470.00 (buy)

WHEAT: $702.00 TO $780.50

SOY: $1427.00 TO $1395.00

SOY MEAL: $460.90 TO $448.00

SOY OIL: $41.60 TO $40.45

ENERGY

Our last week recommendations of trading in and out in
oil did well. This week also the same kind of trend will
continue so avoid medium term or either side trading
positions in oil at this stage. RB gas, heating oil and
natural gas will trade weaker from next week but this
week they will trade mixed so follow our daily trading
ranges of taking in and out trading positions.
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As we mentioned last week that oil is holding $97.55 level on the down side and $102.39 on
higher side, and this is an important range. It has to break on either side to get new directions
because without breaking either side oil will remain stuck in these ranges.

On Monday the oil market will trade mixed but gas will lose more value. Some positive trend
in energy will start from late Wednesday and this rising trend will continue on Thursday and
Friday.

Energy stocks will move up from Wednesday so buy on weakness in front line energy stocks.

Monday’s trading range (ALL May 2014 contracts):

OIL: $100.09 to $98.50

NATURAL GAS: $4.35 to $4.21

HEATING OIL: $2.9410 TO $2.9000 (April)

RB GAS: $2.9320 TO $2.8860 (April)

CURRENCIES

In the last week of December we predicted that on 17
March 2014 US Dollar index would bottom out, and it
surprised us as Dollar bottomed out on the same day
without delayed. Since the last six months we have been
predicting a great buying level in USD around 79.50 and
that has also proven very right. Both these indications
are clearly giving signals that USD is ready to start the

most exciting journey. It is important that USD starts rising
now to support S&P’s trend though many economist don’t agree with this because they think
that a weaker USD earns more money from exports. Anyway’s, whatever USD has to do it will
do and our strategy is very clear of buying USD on any weakness so don’t miss this
opportunity.

Japanese Yen predictions have done amazingly well in the last 18 months, and we strongly
recommended selling around 1.33 and targeted 0.95 which achieved early last year and since
then it has been trading sideways as predicted. At this stage we strongly recommend trading
in and out rather than taking any side trade. During this week we may see some positive
moves in Yen but the higher side will remain limited so watch our daily trading ranges closely
in Yen for day trading.
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Emerging market currencies have been trading positively as predicted. Last year most of our
calls of selling emerging market did very well. Now these currencies will trade sideways
without any major movement so trading in and out will be the right strategy. Selling dollar
around 65.00 in Indian Rupee terms has done well. Currently it is trading around 61.20. Avoid
any major speculative trading in emerging market currencies at this stage until we see some
major move.

Euro and Swiss Franc are trading at the most dangerous level, and both these currencies can
hold around the current level but not many weeks are pending so one should start buying
USD against both these currencies. As higher side risk is only 1% and there is a lot to gain on
the down side one can buy call options in USD or buy puts in Euro and Swiss Franc which will
provide great returns in 2014.

Pound, Australian and Canadian dollar will trade mixed during this week from Wednesday.
On Monday and Tuesday Pound will trade weaker. Australian dollar may try to move higher
but it will fail so trade carefully.

This is what we have been mentioning for so many months so take trades around these levels:
Keep adding USD on any weaknesses on Tuesday or around 79.50. Sell Euro around 1.3888,
Pound around 1.6820, and Swiss Franc at 1.1470. Emerging market currencies will trade a
bit weaker or sideways from Tuesday. We strongly recommend taking some buying
positions in USD around 79.50.

In the next five years we see euro dropping toward 0.80 to 0.50, and Swiss franc will follow
Euro. Pound will remain stable compared to both these currencies and Australian dollar will
collapse towards half value. Canadian dollar will trade better than Australian dollar but
emerging market currencies will perform well against most currencies except USD. In brief,
Yen, Euro, Swiss Franc and Australian dollar will lose 50% value from current levels. Watch
this prediction closely as a great amount of money can be made in these trades.

Monday’s trading range: (June contract)

DOLLAR INDEX – 80.51 to 80.11

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.9068 to 0.8987

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.8935 to 0.8839

BRITISH POUND – 1.6525 to 1.6421

EURO – 1.3820 to 1.3735

JAPANESE YEN – 0.9830 to 0.9750
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SWISS FRANC – 1.1355 to 1.1283

RUPPEE – 61.30 to 60.80 (Spot)

RAND – 10.97 to 10.80 (Spot)

Trade safely, please mediate so you can hear yourself very clearly. Do something good for
yourself/your family/your friends and loves one’s. We don’t know how many months, years
or decades are pending in our life so life so cherish your every-day. Nature has given us free
air to breath; nature provides us with water; the Sun provides us with light and heat and the
earth give us space to live and grow food so please respect nature.

Thanks & God Bless

Mahendra Sharma

23 March 2014, 06.30 AM Santa Barbara

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


